We will prove that, for a chaotic mapping f belonging to a suitable class of C + functions, the set Ao(f) has Lebesgue measure zero, with A(f) a nonempty set consisting of points whose orbits do not converge to an asymptotically stable periodic orbit off or to the absorbing boundary. Moreover almost every point is asymptotically periodic with period p, for some positive integer p.
I. Introduction and statement of the results. Many established results in the study of iteration of mappings, initiated by Lorenz [11] , May [13] , [14] and Li and Yorke [10] , can be found in e.g. the monographs by Collet and Eckmann [4] and Preston [21] and in the article by Nitecki [19] .
There exist a lot of numerical investigations dealing with iterations of mappings, see e.g. Stein and Ulam [24] , Metropolis, Stein and Stein [16] , Hoppensteadt and Hyman [9] , Gumowski and Mira [7] and Coste [5] . The numerical results of density functions suggest, for some examples, that almost every point in the interval approach to an asymptotically stable periodic orbit.
THEOREM A. Let f be a mapping, of class C l+a for some positive real number a, from a nontrivial interval X into itself Assume that f satisfies the following conditions:
(i) The set of asymptotically stable periodic points for f is compact (if this set is empty, then there exists at least one absorbing boundary point of X for f ). ( ii) The set of points whose orbits do not converge to an asymptotically stable periodic orbit off or to an (or the) absorbing boundary point(s) of X forf is a nonempty compact set, and f is an expanding map on this set. Then we have (1) The set of points whose orbits do not converge to an asymptotically stable periodic orbit off or to an (or the) absorbing boundary point(s) of X for f, has Lebesgue measure zero.
(2) There exists a positive integer p such that almost every point in X is asymptotically periodic with (not necessarily primitive) period p, provided that f X is bounded.
Consequently, the set of aperiodic points for f, or equivalently, the set on which the dynamical behaviour of f is chaotic, has Lebesgue measure zero.
Further we will show that the conditions in Theorem A are invariant under the conjugation with a diffeomorphism; hence the conditions seem to be satisfactory for theoretical purposes. On the other hand, we observe that the conditions (i) and the second part of (ii) cannot be checked a priori; hence the conditions seem to be unsatisfactory for practical purposes. Now we will state our second result. THEOREM B. Assume that f is a chaotic C-mapping from a nontrivial interval X into itself satisfying the following conditions:
(i) f has a nonpositive Schwarzian derivative, i.e., f'"(x) 3 f'(x) 2 [.f'(x) J ( ii) The set of points, whose orbits do not converge to an (or the) absorbing boundary point(s) of X for f is a nonempty compact set;
(iii) The orbit of each critical point forf converges to an asymptotically stable periodic orbit off or to an (or the) absorbing boundary point(s) of X for f;
(iv) The fixed points off 2 are isolated.
Then we have (1) The set of points whose orbits do not converge to an asymptotically stable periodic orbit off or to an (or the) absorbing boundary point(s) of X forf has Lebesgue measure zero;
(2) There exists a positive integer p such that almost every point in X is asymptotically periodic with (not necessarily primitive) period p, provided that f(X) is bounded.
COROLLARY. Assume that f :N-> is a chaotic polynomial mapping satisfying the following conditions:
(i) The orbit of each critical point off converges to an asymptotically stable periodic orbit off or to an (or the) absorbing boundary point(s) for f; (ii) Each critical point off is real.
Then we have f satisfies the assumptions (i)-(iv) of Theorem B.
We note that the Schwarzian derivative can be computed for any C mapping, and that the condition "nonpositive Schwarzian derivative" is not invariant under conjugation with a ditteomorphism.
Finally, we note that, for any fixed mapping from a nontrivial interval into itself with finitely many critical points, it may be difficult to check condition (iii) of Theorem B by using a calculator, since the periods of the asymptotically stable periodic points may be very large. A point x X is called an eventually periodic point for f with (eventually) period p, for some positive integer p, if there exists a periodic point q for f with period p and a positive integer n such that f"(x)= q.
A point x X is an asymptotically periodic point for f if lim,_. f""(x) exists for some m ; a point x is an aperiodic point for f if the following two conditions are satisfied: (1) x is not an asymptotically periodic point and (2) the orbit of x is bounded.
The map f is called chaotic if there exists at least one aperiodic point for f. A point x X is called a critical point for f if f'(x)=0. For any critical point x for f, the value f(x) is called a critical value for f. The set consisting of all critical points for f is called the critical set of f.
We write the symbol II for disjoint union, the symbol ff] to indicate the end of a proof, and finally Per (f): the set of periodic points for f, Crit (f): the set of critical points for f, p(q):
primitive period of q, with q Per (f).
Preliminaries.
A. We fix a nontrivial interval X c R; let f: X-X be a fixed chaotic mapping. In this subsection we assume that f satisfies the following conditions:
U.E. YUSSE (ii) the set of asymptotically stable periodic points for f is compact; (iii) the boundary of X has a neighbourhood, denoted by Unax, consisting of two components of the union of the domains of attraction of the asymptotically stable periodic points for f and the absorbing boundary points of X for f The set of asymptotically stable periodic points for a mapping is not necessarily finite, even if the periods are bounded or the set of asymptotically stable periodic points has a compact closure in X. The set consisting of the asymptotically stable periodic points for f and the possible present absorbing boundary points is finite, because (1) if the set of asymptotically stable periodic points is not empty then it is finite since it is discrete and it is assumed to be compact and (2) there are at most two absorbing boundary points. Consequently, the smallest common multiple of the primitive periods of the asymptotically stable periodic points is well defined, provided that f has at least one asymptotically stable periodic point.
We will study the set of points in X, whose orbits do not converge to an asymptotically stable periodic orbit of f, or to an (or the) absorbing boundary point(s) of X for f In other words, we will study the complement of the union of the domains of attraction of the asymptotically stable periodic points for f and the domain(s) of attraction of the absorbing boundary point(s) of X for f We define:
Let Do be the union of the direct domains of attraction of all asymptotically stable periodic points for f and the absorbing boundary points of X for f We write Ao for X and we write A1 for the complement of Do in X. We define by induction Ak+l--{XEAk; fk(x) E A1} for each positive integer k. For each kEN we define Dk {XEAk; fk(x) E Do}. Finally we set Aoo(f) k=O Ak. We note that A(f) includes the aperiodic points for f, and that the sets Aoo(f) and X\Aoo(f) are completely f-invariant sets. If X is compact, and f is a chaotic mapping then A(f) is a nonempty compact set. Now we will investigate some properties of the defined sets A(f) and Dk for kU{0}. LEMMA 
For any positive integer k and any nonnegative integer n, we have: (i) fk(a,+k) a, fq f(X), (ii) fk(D,+k) D, fq f(X). Proof Fix any n, k as in the lemma. (i) By definition we have An+k--{xGAn+k-, fn+k-l(x) A }. It follows that An+k {X An; fk(x) An}. Since fk(An+k) C f(X we obtain fk(An+k) An fq f(X). fn+k ( We first formulate a lemma which says that the property "eventually expanding" is invariant under conjugation with a ditteomorphism. Hence g is eventually expanding. [3 We will give a second definition of an expanding mapping on suitable subsets of X. This definition is similar to one commonly used for expanding diileomorphisms in the theory of dynamical systems. Recall that a subset A of X is called positively (i) f is an expanding map on Ao(f). (ii) f is eventually expanding. Proof (i)=> (ii) : Assume that f is an expanding map on A(f). Select constants C and K as in Definition 4.12. Let N be a positive integer satisfying C. KS> 1; assume N is minimal. We write Us for an open neighbourhood of Ao(f) such that I(f')'(x)l > 1 for all x Us. Choose the positive integer M minimally such that AM c Us, which exists because the Ak form, from a certain nonnegative integer, a decreasing sequence of compact sets. We conclude that f is eventually expanding. From results due to Singer [22] (see also Collet and Eckmann [4] ) we have:
(i) The nth iterate f" off has a nonpositive Schwarzian derivative, for each n N; (ii) If the Schwarzian derivative of f is negative, then If'l has no positive local minima in the interior of X (this follows from the fact that f' and f'" must have opposite signs at a critical point of f'). This second result also holds for maps with nonpositive Schwarzian derivative. Let al be the slope of the straight line ll through the points (a e, f(a e)) and ((a+b)/2,f((a+b)/2)); let a2 be the slope of the line 12 through the points ((a+ b)/2,f((a + b)/2)) and (b+ e,f(b+ e)). We write c =min {a, a2}. Let (xl,f(x)) and (x4,f(x4)) with a-e =< Xl < x4 =< b + e be the intersection points of l with the graph of f with l,, ll if a a and l,, 12 if a c2.
Let 8>0 be such that m+2<-c. We write 13 for the line through ((a+ b)12,f((a + b)/2)) with slope m + 8. Let (x2,f(x2)) and (x3,f(x3)) with X < X 2 < X < X 4 be the intersection points of 13 with the graph of f Allwright [1] (see also Collet and Eckmann [4] and Preston [21] ) we have, since Sf(x) <= 0 for all x Int (Y),
for all y, y2, Y3, Y4 C Int (Y) with Yl <Y2 <Y3 < Y4-Since (.) contradicts (**), we conclude that f' assumes its minimum value at Bd (Y). Now we consider the case f'(x) < 0 for all x e Int (Y). Because Sf(x) Sg(x) for all x e Int (Y) with g -f, we get that f' assumes its maximum value at Bd (Y) using the obtained result for -f'.
Conclusion: ]f'] assumes its minimum value at the boundary of Y. Proof. If f has a negative Schwarzian derivative, then it is the result due to Singer [22] . In the case that Sf(x)= 0 for at least one x in X\Crit (f), combine Singer's proof and Lemma 4.15. COROLLARY 4.17. Let q be an (one-sided) asymptotically stable periodic point for f with period p(q).
(i) If the direct domain of attraction of the orbit of q contains no critical point of f, then p(q)= 1 or p(q) =2; moreover q is one of the end-points of the set of periodic points .for f. (ii) Fix some positive integer N. Iff has N critical points, then f has at most N + 2 (one-sided) asymptotically stable periodic orbits.
Proof. The proof is left to the reader. Remark. If the orbit of each critical point of f converges to an asymptotically stable periodic orbit of f or to the possible present absorbing boundary of X for f, then it follows from Corollary 4.17 that f has at most two one-sided asymptotically stable periodic points. LEMMA 4.18. For each periodic point q forf with period p( q) -> " and (f 2p(q)),( q) 1 we have: either q is one-sided asymptotically stable or q is asymptotically stable.
Proof Let q be as in the lemma. Suppose that q is neither one-sided asymptotically stable nor asymptotically stable. Then (f:Zp(q)), does not assume its minimum value at the boundary of small interval around q. This contradicts Lemma 4.15.
Downloaded 12/18/18 to 129.125.148. 19 . Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 5. Proof of Theorem A. Since the proof of the theorem is quite long, we will do it in several steps. Let f be a chaotic map that satisfies conditions (4.1) . Assuming that f is an expanding map on A(f), we now can formulate some lemmas that lead to the result that the Lebesgue measure of the set A(f) is zero.
First, we will show that for each nonnegative integer n, we may write Dn as a disjoint union of finitely many intervals, that are open in X, and An as a disjoint union of finitely many (trivial or nontrivial) intervals that are closed in X.
LEMMA 5.1 . Assume that f is eventually expanding. For any nonnegative integer n, there exist nonnegative integers N(Dn), N(An) and T(An) such that the set Dn consists of N Dn components and the set An consists of the union of N(An) nontrivial components and T(An) trivial components (points).
Proof. We assume that f is eventually expanding. Since f is chaotic, we have that Int (An) for each n N and Crit (f) .
We write UBdX) for the open neighbourhood of the boundary of X as in (4.1) (iii) . Assume that m is a nonnegative integer such that UBdX) (-J i"=o Di. We fix positive integers N and M as in Let n be any nonnegative integer. Let N(Do) denote the number of components of the set Do. Recall that Do has finitely many components, and that f is a monotone mapping on the components of X\ U. Using that f(Dn/)= Dn fqf(X) (see Lemma 4.4) , one obtains that (N(U)+ 1) n. N(Dn) an upper bound for the number of components of the set Dn. Consequently, the set An has finitely many components, fi According to Lemma 5.1, we write for each nonnegative integer n" (5.2) D.
is the set consisting of the T(An) trivial components of An.
Further, we write (5. 3)
The number p for the smallest common multiple of the periods of the asymptotically stable periodic points for f multiplied by two, provided that f has at least one asymptotically stable periodic point, and p 2 if f has no asymptotically stable periodic points.
In the next lemma we prove that there exists a positive integer P such that, for each positive integer n that is sufficiently large, we have the property: "if A is a nontrivial component of An, then A is not a component of An+p or putting this in another way" "if A is a nontrivial component of An, then A f-)t.J _+o P D ." There exists an integer i, 0 -< -< n, and a point x Bd (Do) such that xi Bd (fi(S)).
Choose minimal with this property. Assume that u Bd (S) satisfies f(u)--xi. Let v Bd (S) be such that v u.
We write fi(S)= [8, x] where 8 =f(v). Recall that fP is a monotone mapping on a neighbourhood of xi and from Remark 4.9 that fP(fP(xi))=fP(xi). For each positive integer m, there exists a one-sided neighbourhood of x, say U,, (x), such that fr(x)A1 for all x Um(X), for all O<=r<=m; consequently f(v)# x. By a similar argument as above there exists an integer k, _-< k _<-n (because was chosen minimally), and a point Yk Bd (Do) such that fk(v)=Yk. Note that x Yk.
For real numbers a,/3 we write [a,/3 a, fl] if a _-< fl and a,/3] [fl, a if a >_-/3. Suppose that ff(yk,fk-(X)])fq'Do=f for all integers j, O <-j <p then ff(yk,fk-'(X)]) f') lifo D for ail nonnegative integersj. In particular we now have (i) fP'(fP(Yk)) fP(Yk); (ii) fp(fp+k-,(X,) p+k-, .f (xi);
(iii) fP restricted to [fP(yk),fP+k-i(Xi)] is strictly monotone.
This implies f2P+k(s)(q Do ; and this cont'adicts the above result that ff+k(s) Do for all nonnegative integers j. We conclude that there exists an integerj, 0 =<j =< p such that ff (yk,fk-(X,)]) f3 Do From the facts ykBd (Do), ykC:Do, fk-(xi)eBd (Do), and fk-(x)_Do we conclude that there is a component of Do, say D, such that Dcff(yk,fk-(X)].) for some integer j, 0--<j =< p. l-1
Assume that D and A are as in Lemma 5.4. If we could show that I(D)/tx(A)>= e for some fixed e > 0, then from the properties (i) tz(Dm) and (ii) lim,_ m=,/x(D,,) =0 (see proof of Lemma 5.6) the desired result follows. In the lemma that is stated below, we show that there exists such a uniformly defined lower bound. LEMMA 5.5. Iff is eventually expanding, then we can find a number e > 0 such that for each nonnegative integer n, for each nontrivial component A of A,, and any component D of D, satisfying D A, we have I (D)/ Ix (A) >e.
Proof. Assume that f is eventually expanding. Let the integers N and M be as in Definition 4.10; using (4.1)(iii) without any restriction, we may assume that the set AM is compact. We set K--min {[(f)'(x)l; x AM}. Note that K > 1.
Let the integer n > M be fixed. By Lemmas 4.6 and 5.4 we can fix an integer l(n), 1 <l(n) <-_ N(D.), and an integer k(n), 1 <k(n) <-N(A.), such that D,;i(,) A,;k(,), where N(D.) and N(A.) are as in (5.2) .
Set for each integer j, M / 1 <_-j <_n" A_,;k(_,)=f(A;k(j)) and D_,;,(_,)=f(D;,()).
Applying the mean value theorem, we can find for each integer j, M + 1-<_j =< n, real numbers aj 6 A;kj) and d D;t), such that If'(a)l (Aj;k(j))= p(A_,;(_,)), If'(d)l (D;/)= (D_,;,_,). There exists a real number e > 0 such that for all integers m => M + 1, we have/z (D)//z (A) ->_ e for all components A c Am, D Dm with D LEMMA 5.6. Iff is eventually expanding, then lim,_oo/x (An) 0. Proof. We assume that f is eventually expanding. Let the integers N and M be as in Definition 4.10 such that AM is compact. We put eo> 0 as in (5.5.9). For each n e N we have that the compact set A(f) is a subset of A,, with A(f) and A, as in (4.2).
We write Xo min {x [Xo, Yo] , then it is clear that [Xo, Yo] , and that Xo Yo.
We consider the following cases: (a) Bd The first lemma gives the result that the set consisting of the asymptotically stable periodic points for f and the absorbing boundary points of X for f is a finite set. LEMMA 6.2. The set consisting of the union of the asymptotically stable periodic points for f and the absorbing boundary points of X for f is finite.
Proof The proof is left to the reader. COROLLARY 6.3. The number p, the smallest common multiple of the periods of the asymptotically stable periodic points for f multiplied by two, is well defined.
Remark. (1) The number of critical points of f in Lemma 6.2 need not be finite.
Consequently, the result is a generalization of maps having finitely many critical points with negative Schwarzian derivative (see Singer [22] or Co|let and Eckmann [4] ).
(2) Conditions (6.1) (i) and (ii) are not sufficient to imply that the number of asymptotically stable periodic points is finite. LEMMA 6.4. There exists a nonnegative integer N(f) such that, for each k e , we have Ak/N f is compact;
(ii) Crit (fk) f3 Ak/ NOr)= .
Proof By assumption (6.1) we can find a nonnegative integer N(f) such that For each point y e Bd (Ak/Nr)) we have:
Using (6.1) (iii), and Lemma 4.16 we get that the mapping f+cr)+ restricted to D has a critical point.
We COROLLARY 6.8. f is eventually expanding. Proofof Theorem B. We assume that X c R is a nontrivial interval. Letfs ca(x, X) satisfy the assumptions (i)-(iv) of the theorem.
(1) For each n we have that the compact set Ao(f) in X is a subset of A, with Aoo(f) and A, as in (4.2).
We write Xo min {x X; x Aoo(f)}, Yo max {x X; x Aoo(f)}.
We consider the following cases: Let Y be the complement of the domain of attraction of the one-sided asymptotically stable periodic points. The map f maps Y into itself and the restriction of f to Y has no one-sided asymptotically stable periodic points. Since the fixed points of f2 are isolated, we can proceed as before. Note that for each x X\ Y the point x is asymptotically periodic with period two.
